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All events are held in our San
Francisco
office.
Fees
for
presentations are $40/person or
$60/couple. For more information
visit
our
website:
www.symbiosf.com.

Dealing with
Opposition &
Defiance
Wednesday 13 May
7:00 pm
“I don’t want to crush his spirit,
but I need him to listen to me.” “I
feel like she goes against me just
to make me mad.” Parents often
ask how to maintain boundaries
and structure with kids who seem
intent on undermining every plan
that is not their own. In this
presentation we will discuss how
to protect order and maintain
your authority in ways that
support your child mentally and
emotionally. We’ll talk about
discipline tactics, how to decide
when to be firm and when to let
go,
and
developmentally
appropriate expectations and
techniques for children of various
ages.

Open Forum on
Parenting Toddlers &
Preschoolers
Wednesday 27 May
7:00 – 9:00 pm
This evening will be an open
house rather than a presentation.
Come and go as best suits your
schedule. If you’ve got questions
or quandaries regarding anything
related to guiding young minds,
nurturing young hearts and
preserving your own sanity in the
process, drop-in for a while to
chat with us, compare notes with
other
parents
or
reassure
yourself that other people go
through this too. Any topic is fair
game,
whether
it’s
sleep,
discipline, separations, pottytraining, pre-schools, siblings, or
any other item on that everexpanding menu of characterbuilding exercises designed for
you with love by your children.

q&a
My 2-year-old son is in a huge Daddy phase. He favors my husband over me for all
things. At the end of last year, my husband was really busy and gone a lot. Since
then, whenever he's around, Daddy is the be-all, end-all. Perhaps it is not related to
my husband's work schedule and just where my son is right now. I know he loves me
and we still have lovely times together – especially when Daddy isn't around. And,
while he prefers Daddy, he still tells me he loves me and kisses me goodnight and is
sweet when Daddy is around too. But, at night, often, he will cry for Daddy and if I go
down, I can't calm him down – he doesn't want me. Should this concern me, and if so,
what do I do about it?
While your son’s preference for his dad may be shabby thanks for your steadfast
presence, it’s no cause for concern from a developmental perspective. Children
commonly go through periods in development during which they prefer one parent to
the other. Such shifts often correspond to shifts between a development emphasis on
security and safety, and an emphasis on exploration, expansion and independence.

Discipline w/ Toddlers
& Preschoolers
Wednesday 17 June
7:00 pm
Discipline is an omnipresent topic
for parents trying to guide young
minds and protect young bodies.
This presentation will consider
common approaches to discipline
from a psychological perspective.
We’ll discuss how to tailor tactics
and techniques to your child’s
particular
personality
and
temperament; how to balance
setting limits and sharing control;
and how to use discipline to lay a
foundation
for
self-esteem,
emotional regulation and healthy
communication.

Private Presentations
Presentations on any topic for
groups of eight or more can be
arranged by appointment. These
presentations can be done at
your home or another space of
your choice, or at our San
Francisco or Marin locations. For
more details, contact us at:
symbio@symbiosf.com.

Questions
If you have a question you’d
like us to answer here, email
us at: symbio@symbiosf.com.
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These represent opposing and equally important aspects of personality development
that humans tend to deal with in turns as we move through successive periods of
expansion and consolidation through our lifetimes. These turns are most frequent,
and most pronounced, in the toddler and preschool years. Often, but not always, kids
will associate a primary care-giving parent with security and another parent with
expansion. The more pronounced the distinction in your functions (in your son’s eyes)
the more likely he is to parse your symbolic roles in this manner. So, the impact of
your husband’s schedule last year may not have been so much a case of his absence
leaving your son’s heart markedly fonder, as of establishing that Dad is associated
with the wide world beyond at a point in time when your son’s development was
bidding for expansion. In addition, your son’s insistence that his father always be the
one to respond when he cries at night will be stronger if your son is the kind of guy
who is attached to routines. If this is the case, his preference for Dad will be
reinforced by his expectation that Dad will be the one who comes. And even highly
adaptable kids will have a low tolerance for deviation from what’s expected during a
crying jag in the middle of the night. You can trust that the closeness you feel with
your son in the times when you are alone together is a much more accurate
expression of his feelings for you than his unceremonious rejection. You can also
expect that, so long your son’s preference for his father does not become the root of
a power struggle or a source tension in your relationships, his favor will swing back
your way as development moves him into a period of consolidation. As he gets older,
these swings will even out and his preferences will be more situational than global.
However, to say your son’s behavior is not a cause for concern is not to say that you
must tolerate or oblige every demand for Daddy. You want to avoid insisting that your
son accept you as a companion or consoler because your feelings are hurt; this is
likely to lead to tension and more rejection. But it’s healthy and appropriate to require
him to deal with you for reasons such as: Dad coming is reinforcing the behavior, the
requests for Dad is partly a stalling tactic, Dad is tired of coming, or you are tired of
getting him. When you do tell your son he needs to deal with you instead of Dad, be
prepared to stand your ground. If you give in because it’s hard to deal with him
pushing you away, you will only teach your son that he needs to find vigorous ways to
reject you in order to get what he wants. It can help for your husband to sometimes
show up just long enough to reinforce your boundary so your son knows that Dad is
in on this too. You can also join your husband and son sometimes when they are
doing father-son things. If your son protests, your husband can say something like,
“Oh, I want Mommy to be here, I’ve been missing her.” Parents are often concerned
that such statements will leave a child feeling rejected or devalued by the parent who
makes them, and they might if a parent responded that way every time a child bid for
his or her exclusive attention. But your husband responding this way occasionally will
preserve flexibility in their dyad as well as in your son’s tolerance for some deviation
from his expectations. Another important way that you can maintain closeness with
your son is to share his enthusiasm for Dad with him. Talk about how much he loves
Dad, tell stories about Dad when you and your son are alone together, tell your son
all the things you like about his Dad too. Your husband can balance this with some
similar admiration of you in his time with your son as well. While this may seem like a
covert couples’ exercise, it’s also an important way of entering your son’s world and
reassuring him that he never has to choose between his parents. This will help to
create an awareness in your son that your family is a web of dyads at the same time
it is whole. It will also make it easy for him to swing from pole to pole, or from parent
to parent, as development compels him. are there, will have an easier time as well.
My husband and I have two wonderful children. Our daughter is 19 months old and
our son turned four last week. We are a bicultural and biracial family, which gives us
a rich variety of traditions to draw from. To our surprise, one of the areas in which we
have had trouble blending our backgrounds is arriving at a discipline strategy for our
children. We thought it would be easy because we both had similar ideas before we
had kids: we wanted to treat our children with respect. We didn’t want to be overly
strict, but we wanted to have firm boundaries. I grew up in a home that was probably
too permissive – we argued plenty, but didn’t yell much. The boundaries were loose
and I got away with a lot. My mom had little control. My dad laid down the law from

time to time – but no one followed through too much. Without going into details, my teen years reflected that. In my
husband’s family, there was plenty of yelling and shouting from kids and parents too, but both his mom and his dad
expected to be obeyed. They were very loving parents – and they are very involved grandparents – but they were very
strict when someone crossed a line. My husband and his siblings were spanked regularly and he still straightens up
when his mother gets angry. He remembers being scared of his parents at times. All of this has become an issue
because the ways we have always tried to parent have not given us an effective way of disciplining our son. We have
tried to avoid making big changes in our approach in order to maintain consistency. But our son is very headstrong, and
as he gets older I really feel that I am losing control. My husband sometimes gets so frustrated with him that he yells in
anger, this stops my son but we know it’s because he is scared. A number of times lately my husband has had to step in
to get my son to listen to me; when this happens he doesn’t want anything to do with his father later and we both feel
awful. Rewards for good behavior work sometimes, but not always and I don’t know what to do when they don’t. We are
feeling pressure from both of our families about our son’s behavior and our ways of dealing with him. We can see
ourselves falling into the patterns from our own upbringings and find ourselves at odds over how strict or gentle to be.
We know that this split has broader implications in our home because it is essentially a split between cultural norms. We
desperately do not want to polarize; we don’t want our children to feel a division in their own identities. Recently, we
agreed we would do some research. I read a book that recommended strict boundaries and no talking during discipline in
order to prevent my children from growing up to be wild beasts. My husband read a book that cautioned against any use
of reward or punishment lest our kids fail to develop a moral sense of right and wrong. Now we are both scared to do
anything. To add to the confusion, our daughter seems to be quite easy to discipline simply by talking to her, our son was
never like this. We don’t want her to end up lost in the fray with our son, and we don’t want him to feel like he’s the bad
one and she’s the good one. Some days, I worry that we have gone so wrong that we have already messed him up.
Other days, I think my mother is right, and it’s not as bad as I think. Any thoughts on how we can maintain order, raise
emotional and morally intact humans and maintain a sense of self-respect in the process? Why does that feel like a tall
order?
Finding an approach to discipline that agrees with your philosophy, matches your sense of yourself as a parent, and is
effective with your child can be a difficult endeavor for any parent; and the cultural issues connected to your questions
give your parenting quandaries a unique weight. We agree with your sense that there are implicit messages to your
children in the way that you and your husband sort through how to create and enforce the rules of the house. Children
receive many unspoken lessons about who they are as they form an image of their family’s identity. This is largely
effected by who they observe their parents to be as people and how they watch their parents relate to each other.
Nowadays, there are many parenting books available that take this into account in prescribing an approach. From our
perspective this helps to raise awareness in general consciousness. However, many of the various cautions and
instructions available for parents are delivered in a way that does more to undermine parents’ confidence than to inspire
interest in the process of parenthood. And thus, it’s easy for the process part to get left out altogether. Just as your
children will spend years growing into their own personhood, you will continue to evolve in your own parenthood. The
racial and cultural aspects of the evolution that you and your husband are engaged in add an extra dimension to this
process, but the reasons you both feel too scared to do anything probably lie outside of the space between your
backgrounds. Much parenting advice delivers the message that there is one right way to do things and, if you deviate
from the path, you will damage your children in some way. This leaves little room for evolution. We often tell parents that
they are parenting in the culture of fear, and fear seems to have become a third presence among the divergent cultures
you are trying to blend into your parenting. In truth, while there are always more and less optimal ways to approach
issues with a specific child, there is not only room to correct your course if you feel your current approach isn’t working
(or has stopped working), but the process of making adjustments and changing strategies models the flexibility and
responsiveness that children need to learn. It will also model an openness to questioning problems, adjusting and
readjusting that will give your children the room to embrace and customize the learnings from all parts of their broad
backgrounds. The key to doing this effectively is to decide what to change ahead of time (and tell your children what will
be different) rather than switching tracks in the moment, or under pressure. In developing a discipline strategy, our
advise to you is to consider what you know to be effective with each of your children and work within that body of
knowledge to find techniques that match your parenting goals. This in itself is a blending exercise that compels you to
take what works and fits from every approach that appeals to you and leave behind what doesn’t. What works with each
child is a matter of a child’s temperament. No matter how well you employ a particular approach, if it doesn’t jibe with
what your child needs and can respond to, it won’t be effective.
You already have some important information about what works with your children: If your son respond to rewards, we
would say that not only is it fine to use them, but by doing so correctly you will model strategies for motivation that he will
internalize and use to direct his own behavior. Rewards are a part of life, and a part of human nature. They make life

more interesting and effort more meaningful. When there is no one around to reward us for a difficult accomplishment,
we make rewards for ourselves: If we buy new shoes as a reward for cleaning out the closet, the cleaning is more
appealing to do and the shoes remind us a sense of accomplishment even after the closet is beginning to need attention
again. What you want to remember in using rewards with your kids are two things:
1/ Only promise a reward when you are willing and you feel it’s merited, such as when kids are learning a new skill or
must do something that they are particularly loathed to do. Rewards shouldn’t be for everything. The different
experiences created by the times when rewards are offered and the times when your children are expected to comply
without them will help your children to internalize respect for your authority and a sense of how to create motivation (both
of which aid in moral development). 2/ Whenever you offer a reward, you must understand that your child performing the
behavior that gets the reward is only one option. The other is that he or she will not choose to earn the reward and you
must be equally willing to respond to either outcome. If you are in a position where you need your child to opt for the
reward in order to maintain order, the reward is no longer a reward; it’s a bribe. In this situation you will feel desperate
and your children will sense that your authority is no longer intact. This will leave a headstrong little guy like your son
anxiously caught between the desire for control and need for boundaries that hold. Maintaining this balance often means
that you have to have a consequence ready to enforce if your child doesn’t opt for the reward. Depending on the
behavior at issue, this consequence may be anything from simply losing the reward, to having you take over and
complete whatever he didn’t get done (like getting himself dressed or into the car) despite his protest, to removing a
privilege or a toy.
Another thing you know about your son is that he tends to need a firm invention to get his attention. Providing this by
setting and enforcing predictable consequences, and by using a firm but calm voice consistently will work over time.
Setting a predictable consequence may be more than enough to dissuade your daughter, but it will probably inspire your
son to test the limits with zeal. However, if you calmly enforce the consequence before you get angry (which means not
trying to talk him into minding you once he has chosen not to), you will maintain your authority and your husband won’t
have to get scary. However, consistent enforcement of limits doesn’t mean that you should forego all the discussion and
empathy that so many texts instruct – it’s vital to do, but will not work for every child as an alternative to consequencebased discipline. Discussing any struggle after it’s over is equally important to holding the boundaries. This is the way
that you will help your son to internalize the lessons behind the consequences. It’s also an opportunity to take the charge
out of the differences in the amount of time he and his sister spend in the doghouse. In the times when you sit close to
him and talk lovingly, simple phrases like: “Today was a rough day, you decide not to mind a lot of times and you got in
trouble a lot” can have an enormous impact. They will help your son to understand the consistency and structure of the
house rules, they will convey the message that nothing that happens is too scary to talk about, and they will let him know
that he has your always has empathy, if not your indulgence. Finally, a family culture of open dialogue will give you all
the freedom to explore, predict, revamp and collaboratively adjust to the various and changing needs of each of your
temperaments, comfort-zones and points of development. Our guess is in this process, you will find enough of what you
need to fill your tall order.

